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CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES & CURRENT CONCEPTS

Are fragility fractures being treated properly?
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Osteoporosis is a major global health problem with
significant economic consequences and adverse
impacts on quality of life.[1] This insidious disease
usually presents with fragility fractures resulting from
a low-energy trauma, where bones can be broken due
to a fall from a standing height or less.
The number of fragility fractures and cases of
osteoporosis is increasing worldwide, creating an
increasing burden to society.[2]
The risk of refracture is highest immediately after
a fracture. This suggests that there is an opportunity
to optimize the benefits of fracture prevention by
treating patients as soon as possible after occurrence
of a fracture. Distal radius or vertebra fractures
due to low-energy trauma can be a harbinger of a
fragility hip fracture.[3] There is also an association
between sarcopenia, osteoporosis, and the risk of
fragility hip fracture.[4] Sarcopenia also increases
the risk of mortality in patients with fragility hip
fractures.
On the other hand, the proportion of patients
starting a pharmacological treatment in the year after
a fracture is low. In France, Sweden, and Spain, 85%,
84%, and 72% of fracture patients remained untreated
one year after fracture, respectively.[2]
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A fracture liaison service (FLS) is a
multi-disciplinary healthcare delivery model for
secondary fracture prevention. This healthcare
delivery model has become more common in recent
years, but its coverage is still low. The evidence
suggests that FLSs are cost-effective care delivery
models that have the potential to increase the
number of high-risk patients being treated, improve
adherence to treatment, and reduce the risk of
refracture.[2] A FLS provides an opportunity to
improve early post fracture patient identification
and reduce the treatment gap.
Interventions such as resistance training, optimal
dietary protein, vitamin D, and calcium intake have
positive effects on bone and muscle, reducing falls,
fractures, and, consequently, disability.[5]

A recent systematic review provides evidence of
the beneficial effect of dairy protein to improve muscle
mass in middle-aged and older adults.[6]

The rates of bone production and destruction can
be evaluated by assaying bone matrix components
released in the bloodstream and excreted in the urine.
These are biomarkers of formation: bone-specific
alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin and biomarkers of
resorption: N-terminal and C-terminal crosslinking
telopeptide of type I collagen.[7] In case both events
are coupled and change in the same direction such as
osteoporosis, biomarkers will reflect the overall rate of
bone turnover.[8]

Finally, are fragility fractures being treated
properly? Unfortunately, not yet. However,
international organizations such as the International
Osteoporosis Foundation, European Society for Clinical
and Economic Aspects of Osteoporosis, Osteoarthritis
and Musculoskeletal Diseases, and Global Alliance
for Musculoskeletal Health have developed a
global campaign to facilitate the implementation of
coordinated, multi-disciplinary models of care for
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secondary fracture prevention. They believe that this is
the most important thing that can be done to directly
improve patient care and reduce fragility fracturesrelated healthcare costs worldwide.
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